Stressed etch stop liners (ESL) are a common way to increase device performance. Here we investigate the layout dependent channel stress for mono-and multi-layer deposition. By means of empirical pseudopotential method full band structures are calculated and based on full band Boltzmann equation mobilities are extracted. We present for the first time nonlinear mobility enhancement maps for two strain components, in channel and out-of-plane direction, showing that for typical ESL conditions both strain components are important for NFET and PFET.
Stress Simulation
First we investigate simulated deposition of an intrinsically stressed etch stop liner (ESL) by mono-and multilayer deposition: The latter method is known to produce larger stresses [1] [2] . The layout dependence of channel stress is investigated by 3D simulations. For a typical device ( Fig. 1 ) we first show in Fig. 2 results for the width-averaged [3] Sxx at the center of the channel, depending on the distance poly-to-contact for 1 and 5 sublayers. The multi-layer case (red squares) shows larger stress and a stronger stress reduction for small poly-to-contact distance. 
Electrical Simulation
For electrical simulations full band structures are calculated by means of empirical pseudopotential method (EPM) [4] , then mobilities are extracted based on the full band Boltzmann equation. We have investigated bulk mobilities beyond the linear piezoresistance regime [5] by screening a large array of strain components in channel (Exx) and out-of-plane direction (Eyy), both ranging from −1% to +1%. These components typically occur for ESL stress. We neglect Ezz which is zero for wide devices (plane strain condition). For all cases we calculated the band structure with EPM and extracted the bulk mobilities for <110> and <100> channel orientations.
2.1
Electron mobilities Fig. 4 shows a contour plot of the electron bulk mobility enhancement for undoped silicon compared to the unstressed case. For both orientations the maximum is in the lower right corner where stress is tensile in channel direction, and compressive in outof-plane direction. A cut along the diagonal (Fig. 5) shows at low strain perfect agreement with the linear model, and at high strain saturation for both orientations. 
2.2
Hole mobilities Fig. 6 shows a contour plot of the hole bulk mobility enhancement for undoped silicon. For the <110> channel the maximum is in the upper left corner where stress is compressive in channel direction, and tensile out-of-plane (exactly opposite to electrons), whereas for <100> a minimum is near the unstrained case, explaining why the linear model predicts such a low stress sensitivity. The cut along the diagonal (Fig. 7 ) for low strain again shows excellent agreement with the linear model. For high <110> strain mobility enhancements above 5 can be achieved for undoped silicon.
Conclusion
Stress dependent bulk mobilities have been calculated for a large array of different strain conditions in channel-and out-of-plane-direction and the range relevant for ESL stress has been determined. The out-of-plane stress is found to be significant and has a strong impact on mobility. We have shown the nonlinear piezoresistance model to be in excellent agreement with the linear model [5] at low stress for both, electrons and holes. These findings significantly improve the understanding of the stress dependence of device performance. 
